Student Test Scores: An Inaccurate Way to Judge Teachers

By Monty Neill

Many states are considering how to evaluate teachers and administrators in response to the demands of the federal Race to the Top program. RTTT requires states to include student standardized test scores as a “significant” factor in that evaluation. States (and districts) are considering or already implementing what are generally termed “valued added measurement” models (VAM), which are complex statistical procedures used to analyze changes in students’ test scores.

Unfortunately, VAM is a bad tool for making judgments about teachers or administrators, as extensive research shows VAM will produce inaccurate and unfair judgments. Many good teachers could receive bad rankings, and vice versa. At the same time, this use of standardized tests will only intensify the control of testing over curriculum and instruction.

U.S. Education Secretary Arne Duncan, the Gates Foundation, business groups and leading newspapers are pushing VAM hard. Some states have decided to make it count for half a teacher’s evaluation — for those who teach tested subjects.

So what is VAM — and why is it dangerous? I will go into some depth on some (but not all) of the key reasons.

What is “Value-Added Measurement”? VAM attempts to compare test score changes among different teachers’ students. As students move from grade 3 to 4 to 5, etc., their scores are tracked. With this data, a state or district tries to measure how much “value” (test score gain) a given teacher provides to her students each year. More precisely, the point is to consider whether a student made more, the same or less gain than his/her peers, then to decide how much of that gain is due to the teacher’s efforts. The results are used to rank teachers. In some states, the rankings have been publicized in the newspapers.

To accomplish this, states rely on complex statistical formulas. They do so because states and districts are trying to figure out how much of relative gain or loss is due to the teacher rather than...
other factors. For multiple reasons, these statistics too inaccurate for use in making high-stakes decisions about educators. But there are other fundamental flaws, starting with the tests themselves.

**VAM is limited by the quality of the tests on which it is based.** VAM is no better than the tests on which it is based; it is in fact, simply a different way to use the same old tests. Unfortunately, standardized tests are extremely narrow and inadequate measures of student learning. The gains measured by VAM leave out a whole range of important knowledge and skills that are not assessed by any state’s standardized math and English tests. VAM creates additional distortions and inaccuracies. If used to make important decisions about teachers or principals, it will intensify the already damaging control tests have over teaching and learning (see, in general, materials at [http://www.fairtest.org](http://www.fairtest.org)).

Most states test only reading and math, meaning that VAM data is only available for a limited number of teachers (some studies say only one in five). Most teachers could not be judged by VAM results. To “solve” this problem, states and districts are proposing a huge expansion in the amount of testing, so every teacher will have her “own” VAM scores. For example, Charlotte-Mecklenberg, NC, recently decided to spend $1.9 million to create 52 new tests. Florida is moving in the same direction, despite a huge outcry that led then-Governor Christ to veto a legislative proposal to make dozens more tests. Inevitably, these tests are all or predominantly multiple-choice and fail to assess higher order thinking. They also tend to impose a straitjacket on teachers, curriculum and instruction.

**VAM has numerous technical flaws that undermine its accuracy.** On the surface, it seems to make sense to look at student gains, rather than students’ one-time scores. Progress is important, and single-shot tests are clearly dependent on a student’s class, race, disability status and knowledge of English. VAM promises to take account of students’ backgrounds. But, research shows, the statistical techniques do not adequately adjust for different student populations, so teachers are still judged based on their students’ background status.

Fundamentally, VAM models are unable to demonstrate a causal link between a teacher and changes in student test scores. One reason is that students are not randomly assigned. Since districts, schools and teachers have students with varying background characteristics that affect student learning and progress, VAM would have to incorporate statistical techniques that can adequately adjust for non-random assignment. Otherwise, one cannot presume that different outcomes are due to the teachers. But VAM does not adequately do so (c.f., Baker 2011, March). For example, prominent measurement expert Howard Wainer explains that issues such as the influence of other students in a classroom (peer effects) are among many that undermine causal claims. Peer effects were prominent in a recent Montgomery County, MD, study (Kahlenberg 2010).

While VAM attempts to rule out the consequences of both student background factors and other in-school factors, it can only do so in a very partial way. Thus, teachers are judged by VAM in large part for things over which they have no control. This shows up, in part, in very erratic results.
For example, the researchers Peter Schochet and Hanley Chiang show that, even with three years of student test scores, teachers are rated inaccurately one time out of four. It is worse with only one or two year’s data. Tim Sass reports that more than two-thirds of the bottom-ranked teachers one year had moved out of the bottom ranks the next year. One third moved from the bottom 20 percent one year to the top 40 percent the next. Only a third who ranked highest one year kept their top ranking the next, and almost a third of the formerly top-ranked teachers landed in the bottom 40 percent in year two. Other studies have found similar instability in “value-added” rankings. Wayne Au explained, “Because of these error rates, a teacher’s performance evaluation may pivot on what amounts to a statistical roll of the dice.”

Gates Foundation-supported research argued that VAM based on state tests correlated with other measures, including different tests that supposedly measured deeper, conceptual understanding. But noted economist Jesse Rothstein reported the actual results of the Gates-funded study don’t support that conclusion. The correlation between the two kinds of tests is “only slightly better than coin tosses.”

There are many other technical flaws in this measurement process. For example, when different VAM models are applied, the results can vary dramatically (Briggs and Domingue). The consequences is that they are too inaccurate to justify their use in making decisions about educators (as indicated by many of the cited articles; in general, see Au, and B. Baker’s March 2011 op ed.). That’s on top of the limits and flaws of the underlying tests. But, it gets worse.

The circular “logic” underlying VAM. Rothstein also showed that the Gates study only included other measures (such as observations) if those measures correlated positively with VAM results. That is, they decided ahead of time that VAM was best, then ignored anything that did not correspond with the VAM results. (See also DiCarlo, 3/2011.)

This sort of circular reasoning is common in the use of VAM for evaluating teachers. VAM use assumes that those teachers whose students make higher test-score gains are better teachers. When VAM scores are used to evaluate teachers, those whose students show higher rates of test score gains are identified as better. Those whose students gain at lower rates are deemed ineffective. This is a flaw, for example, in the paper by Goldhaber and Theobald that claimed VAM was a superior method for determining which teachers to lay off: the assumption guaranteed the finding.

It is a mistake to draw conclusions from VAM data about teacher “effectiveness.” To start, VAM makes unwarranted assumptions student learning trajectories. As Brookline, Mass., parent Lisa Guisbond explained,

Expecting good teachers to "routinely impart a year-and-a-half-gain in student achievement” in one year is like expecting the housing bubble to inflate indefinitely. This proved impossible for the housing market, and it’s impossible for human beings…

One problem is, and educators know this from working with actual children, children do not develop and learn on a steady upward curve, no matter how stupendous a teacher they have. My own kids have had some extraordinary (award-winning) teachers
and have not even made a year's worth of gain on their watch, based on their
developmental timetable and readiness to learn.

In real life, an experienced teacher may lay the foundation for a big leap a year or
two later. This may happen on the watch of a lesser teacher, who happened to be around
to reap the benefits. Who should get the credit?

The “year-and-a-half gain” claim that has been bandied about the VAM supporters is in fact based on extrapolations done by Eric Hanushek, not on any actual evidence from live children in with actual teachers. Similarly, a paper by William Sanders and June Rivers relied on statistical projections for their claim that if only a low-scoring student had X number of “superior” teachers in a row, the student would close the achievement gap. Writ large, that means if low-income or racial minority groups that commonly score lower only had better teachers, they would close the income/race score gaps (DiCarlo, 2011, March).

As Mathew DiCarlo pointed out, researchers “took the average one-year gains among students of “top teachers” (however defined), and then determined how many of these one-year gains are equivalent to the average aggregate achievement gap… [O]ne must be very careful in applying the estimated one-year testing gains among a large, diverse group of students to a hypothetical scenario in which a specific “type” of student (e.g., low-income) moved from one specific score to another (e.g., moving from the average for free lunch-eligible students to that of non-eligible students) over a period of years.” In addition, any one teacher’s contribution to student scores “decays” rather quickly over time; it has limited persistent effect.

DiCarlo then points out the fact (noted above) that teachers cannot reliably be identified as superior (even at raising test scores, never mind the real learning the scores purport to measure). As a result, districts could not even reliably determine who would be able to produce those consistent test score gains.

There are many other flaws and weaknesses with VAM. For example, who is the teacher of record if a student moves during the year or leaves school for two months in the winter, or if there are multiple teachers for a course? Also, to work best, VAM has to assume a linear relationship among different topics in a subject, such as Algebra and Geometry in math, or Biology and Physics in science. But both subjects and learning are multi-dimensional, not linear (Bracey).

**Conclusion.** There are so many variables, so many things outside the control of schools and teachers that VAM cannot account for, so many statistical limits and flaws, that it is clearly unfair to use VAM as a tool for judging teachers. Some teachers would be unjustly fired, and many would quit. Not only would teachers be inaccurately and unfairly judged, they would feel pressured to teach even more intensely to the test. That would further damage and limit our children’s education.

To argue that this flawed measurement tool would be only one of a number of ways of evaluating teachers does not address the problems it would cause. It is not needed as part of a high-quality evaluation system for educators.
Simple indicators to evaluate or pay employees are used only rarely in other professions (Adams, et al.; FairTest). When they are, the professionals engage in their version of teaching to the test, with often-disastrous results. Wall Street paid its speculators based on simplistic measures, and we are still suffering the consequences.

Bruce Baker (2011, March) summarized the research evidence: VAM “just doesn’t work, at least not well enough to even begin considering using it for making high-stakes decisions about teacher tenure, dismissal or compensation... In fact, it will likely make things much worse. Establishing a system where achieving tenure or getting a raise becomes a roll of the dice and where a teacher’s career can be ended by a roll of the dice is no way to improve the teacher work force.”

Teachers deserve high-quality evaluation, for fairness and to help them improve. MCAS is too weak to use for making decisions about students. When all the limitations and errors of VAM are factored in, it renders the process “valueless addition” for teachers and their students.
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